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 Dirac equation, (Dirac, P.A., 1928
behavior of a spin ½ particle is one of the greatest achievements of 20
himself that the relativistic wave equation of the electron is the basis of all Chemistry and almost all of Physics 
(Rajasekaran, G., 2003). 
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and magnetic fields are crossed (Lam, L., 1970
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A B S T R A C T  
Dirac equation governs the behavior of relativistic motion 
instances of solution of Dirac equation in various field configurations can be seen in the 
literature. In this paper we present certain exact solutions of the Dirac equation for an 
electron in crossed inhomogeneous electric and magnetic fields. Closed form bound 
state solutions are obtained in terms of Laguerre polynomials. The eigenvalues reduce 
to the results in the literature in the limit of vanishing inhomogeneity and electric field.
 

INTRODUCTION 

P.A., 1928; Dirac, P.A.M., 1928) which describes the quantum and relativistic 
behavior of a spin ½ particle is one of the greatest achievements of 20th century science.  It is attributed to Dirac 

that the relativistic wave equation of the electron is the basis of all Chemistry and almost all of Physics 

� �	��� 
and it assures positive definite probability density which were lacking in Klein

Notwithstanding the merits of the Dirac equation exact solutions of the 
for some configurations. Some of them are: Coulomb potential (Feynman, R.P., M. Gell

Rabi, I.V., 1928), a constant electric field (Sauter, F., 1931
, the field of a plane wave with a constant magnetic field para

direction of propagation of plane wave (Redmond, P.J., 1965), four cases in which the electromagnetic 
functional dependence on the space coordinates (Stanciu, G.N., 1966) 

Lam, L., 1970). Two component form of the Dirac equation was solved in 
Kulkarni, S.V., L.K. Sharma, 1979) by identifying it with the Schrodinger equation with the Kratzer’s 

Preliminary work leading to certain exact solutions of the Dirac equation for the following 
were worked out in [12]: 
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n Electron In Inhomogeneous Electric 

Dirac equation governs the behavior of relativistic motion of spin ½ particles. Several 
instances of solution of Dirac equation in various field configurations can be seen in the 
literature. In this paper we present certain exact solutions of the Dirac equation for an 

magnetic fields. Closed form bound 
state solutions are obtained in terms of Laguerre polynomials. The eigenvalues reduce 
to the results in the literature in the limit of vanishing inhomogeneity and electric field. 

the quantum and relativistic 
century science.  It is attributed to Dirac 

that the relativistic wave equation of the electron is the basis of all Chemistry and almost all of Physics 

and it assures positive definite probability density which were lacking in Klein-

the equation have been 
Feynman, R.P., M. Gell-Mann, 
Sauter, F., 1931), the field of a 

, the field of a plane wave with a constant magnetic field parallel to the 
, four cases in which the electromagnetic 

 and one where electric 
. Two component form of the Dirac equation was solved in 

equation with the Kratzer’s 
Dirac equation for the following 

           (1) 

           (2) 
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 Solution for the following field was reported in [13]  

  � = !
������� ,  �=  � = 0                   (5) 

 For the field (1) both bound state as well as scattering solutions are obtained (Canuto, V., C. Chiuderi, 
1969). In respect of the two fields (2) and (3) only bound state solutions are presented. For the fields (4) and (5) 
the scattering solutions alone are given; no bound state solutions are possible for these case. In this paper we 
present the bound state solutions for field (2). The combined fields in (2) can be obtained by Lorentz 
transformation from a rest frame of reference where there exists only the field (1) to a frame moving with 
velocity E/H along the x-axis. Thus one can obtain the solution for the present case by Lorentz transformation of 
the solutions obtained for field (1). However we choose to solve the problem ab initio. It is worth mentioning 
here that the solutions of the Dirac equation for crossed homogeneous electric and magnetic fields have been 
obtained by straight forward procedure by and by a Lorentz transformation of the homogeneous field solutions 
by.  
 
1.1. The Dirac Equation: 
 It is convenient to start with the two-component form of the Dirac equation (DE).  "�# + $%�& + �& +  $'. �) + �*�+� =  �, + $-�& �                    (6) 
 The σ’s are the Pauli spin matrices and we use the natural units ћ = c = 1. The four-component Dirac spinor �. which is the solution of the DE 
  /�0�# + $%� +  ��1�, + $-� − ��3�. = 0                      (7) 
 is generated from the solutions of the two component equation (5) as follows. We write 

�. =  �"'. �# + $%� +  , + $- + �+�"'. �# + $%� +  , + $- − �+��                       (8) 

 The fields (2) considered in this work are derived from the gauge: 

 4��5� =  − �5
�1 − 75� ,  4� = 0, 4� = 0 

-�5� =  − !�
������                         (9) 

 
1.2. Bound state solutions for the Field Configuration (2): 
 For magnetic field under consideration, the two component DE can be written as 

 89�&  +  9�& + :9� − ;��
������<

& + �& +  ;Λ
�������= � = :, − ;!�

����<& �         (10) 

Λ =  : �  − −�< 
 The spin part of (9) can be diagonalised with the matrix 

S =  � Γ� Γ?−Γ? −Γ�� ,Γ±& = �
&(γ± 1�, γ�& = 1 − β&, β = E/H             (11) 

 It is to be noted that the diagonalization of the spin part of (10) is identical to the one in the homogeneous 
case. Thus we have "D − E$����/�1 − 75�&+FG = 0                (12) 
Where FG = H�G                (13) 

D =  9�& + 9�&+9�& + I&��& + 2I�9� − K,� + �& − ,& − &L�MN�OP�
���� − &L�QR�

���� + L�QR�
�������              (14) 

 Introducing a new variable  

S = 2
7 T�1 − 75� 

with T = "−,& + 9�& + 9�& + I&��& + �& + 2I�9� − K,�+�/&               (15) 
 The equation (11) reduces to  

U V�
VW� − �

1 + L�MN�OP�?L�QR�
X�W − L�QR�?;G�QRY

��W� Z FG�S� = 0               (16) 

 This is in the form of the well-know Whittaker equation (18) 
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[ V�
VW� −  �

1 + \
W +  Y

]���
W� ^ FG�S� =  0                (17) 

 The parameters _ and ̀  in (17) are identified as  

_ =  L�MN�OP�?L�QR�
X�                   (18) 

` =  L
Q + �

& E                    (19) 

 Now the solution of (16) for S > 0 is obtained as  

FG�S� =  $�W/&S�?�/&1b� �` +  �
& −  _; 1 + 2` ;  S�                 (20) 

 Where 1F1 (    ) is the confluent hypergeometric function (also known as Kummer function). This function 
has the following asymptotic values: 

1F1(µ + ½ -χ; 1 + 2µ ; η)  S ≈→ ∞ $WS���Y
��\               (21) 

However, if 

` +  �
& −  _ =  −f, f = 0, 1, 2 ….                (22) 

 then 1F1 (-n; 1 + 2µ; η)  reduces to the generalized Laguerre polynomial hi�&���S�. Thus we get the solution FG�S� which has the proper asymptotic behavior at S =  ∞ as  

FG�S� = ji$�|l|
� |S|�?Y

�hi�&���S�                 (23) 

 where Cn is the normalization constant and hi�&���S� is the generalized Laguerre polynomial. 
The energy eigenvalues are given by ,i,G = −$�K"7m�7&m + 2$����� − $�9�+ ± �$�K�&"7&m�7&m + 2$����� − $�9�+& + "�7&m +
$�����& + �$�K�&+"�7&m + $�����&��& + 9�& − �K�9��& + �7�9� + $�����&�7&m& + 2m$�����+�/&/"�7&m + $�����& + �$�K�&+                  (24) 
 It can be seen from the above expression that when β = 0 (i.e., no electric field) ,i,G reduces to the one in 
field (1).  

,i,G& =  �& + 9�& +  �79� +  $��&m n��o?;�p
���o?;���               (25) 

 Further, when a= 0 we get from (24) ,i,G = K9� ± ���"�& + 9�& + 2m$����+�/&                     (26) 
 which is the energy of the electron in crossed homogeneous electric and magnetic fields. 
 
II. Conclusion: 
 The problem of particles and fields has been one of the exciting areas of research holding the attention of 
both theoreticians and experimentalists. The results would be of interests to researchers in the fields of 
astrophysics, plasma physics, condensed matter physics and particle physics among others. In this paper bound 
state solutions of Dirac equation in inhomogeneous electric and magnetic field configuration is presented. The 
transition in terms of the eigenvalues to (i) inhomogeneous magnetic field and (ii) Crossed homogeneous 
electric and magnetic fields is indicated. The fact that these fields give rise to exact solutions for the classical as 
well as quantum mechanical motion, amidst paucity of such rigorous solutions encourages one to study the 
electron behavior in these fields. Using the eigenvalues and proper computation of density of state and 
degeneracy one can compute statistical properties of electron gas in the external field. However, complete effect 
of the inhomogeneous fields will be known on studying quantum electrodynamic processes which, of course 
make use of the eigenfunctions as well. It may be worth pondering why classical equations such as Laplace 
equation and wave equation have rich solutions while the solutions of Dirac equations are just handful.  
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